Title word cross-reference

$1$ [1344]. $1$-Million [1504]. $10,000$ [1089, 1111]. $250$ [1528]. 3 [1405, 2086].
\nequal [916]. \chi [322]. \Phi [144].

1 [105, 743, 2103]. 100} [882]. 12 [792].
14001 [1520]. 1987 [1540]. 1990s

[2057, 2059]. 21st [1378, 1607, 1843]. 25
[474]. 2nd [259, 301].

3 [1965]. 300-mm [1661]. 300-nm [1453].
31 [2083]. 32-bit [648]. 3D

3DSP [2144]. 3rd [314].

4 [1633]. 4Developers [1836]. 4GL [2144].

5 [1365]. 5.0 [2144]. 52 [231].

64 [1711].

7 [1987]. 754 [1620].

802 [71].

91 [1636]. 95 [900]. '96 [1235]. '98 [1625].
99 [2004].

abolished [898]. Absorb [1392].
Abstraction [278]. Abstractions} [239].
Academia [1706]. Accelerate [2129].
Accelerated [1697]. Acceptance [1080].
Artificial [382, 1565, 1897, 2044]. Applicants [1355, 1592]. Application
Application-Level [591]. Applications
[332, 683, 1376, 1436]. Appointments [1884].
Appreciation [2139]. Approach
Approaches [352, 353]. Approval [1633].
Approve [2083]. Approved [2071]. Approves
[1553, 1648, 1720, 2008, 2033].
Architect [1984]. Architectural
[280, 281, 308, 459, 619, 653, 826, 1340, 1457].
Architecture-Independent [98, 221].
Architectures
[7, 18, 38, 39, 45, 55, 242, 243, 261, 271, 459, 618, 668, 719, 1053, 1170, 1459, 1771, 1982, 2040].
Archive [1880]. Archives [1615]. Area
[76, 101, 455, 472, 1707, 1950]. arena [217].
Aren’t [1408, 1796, 2092, 2145]. Ariane
[1293, 1365]. Arithmetic [1324]. ARM
[1834]. ARPA [432]. Array
[110, 247, 248, 802, 1291]. Arrays
[5, 251, 252, 524, 586]. Arrogance [2097].
Art [1455, 1500]. Artery [124]. Article
[353, 488, 1051, 1053, 1054, 1223, 2143].
Artisoft [2013]. Artlandia [1790]. AS/400
[1770]. Asbestos [1941]. ASC [717]. ASCII
[1346]. Ashes [1962]. Asimov [541, 556].
Ask [2092]. Asphalt [1751]. Aspray [340].
Assembly [2006]. Assessment
[468, 898, 1001]. Assistance [159]. Assistant
[1252]. Associated [1690].
Associative [716–721].
Associative-Computing [717]. Assurance
[1637, 1638, 1646, 1858, 1939]. assured [240].
assuring [1240]. Astronautics [105].
Asynchronous [143, 1510, 1579]. Athena
[75]. atlases [998]. ATM
[601, 1294, 1660, 1763, 1789, 1837, 1993].
Attack [1058]. Attacks [1236, 1527, 1930].
Attaining [1254]. attitudes [265]. Attract
[1908]. Auction [1661]. Audio
[69, 602]. Auditor [645, 840, 1146, 1416].
Augmenting [67]. August [1167].
Authentication [210, 231, 232]. Author
[366]. Authoring [1154, 1723]. Automata
[345]. Automated
[315, 316, 384, 1031, 1360, 2087, 2116].
Automatic
[213, 789, 890, 1742, 1790, 1987, 2107].
Automatically [1131, 1488]. Automating
[188, 850]. Automation [896, 2112].
Autonomous
[129, 206, 265, 1176, 1511, 1981]. Autorouter
[1723]. Availability [178, 254, 804, 1350].
Available
[29, 62, 567, 936, 1627, 1641, 1790, 2083].
Avilon [1961]. Avionics [1837]. Avoiding
[1238]. Award
Awarded [1984]. Awards
[1032, 1287, 1383, 1491, 1513, 1744, 1908, 1943, 2083, 2139].
Aware [2000]. Away [1840]. Axiomatic
[2090].
B [229, 257, 906]. Baan [161]. Babel
[1727]. Bach [1654]. Back
[992, 1071, 1122, 1145]


H [259,283,1732,2021]. H-1B [1732,2021].
1731, 1754, 1818, 1908, 1943, 2124.
Membership [851, 925, 952, 966, 1003, 1049, 
1193, 1592, 1630, 1648, 1747, 2020, 2071].
Memberships [1570]. Memorial [1744].
Memories [83, 349, 350]. Memory [33, 44, 
45, 48, 109, 115, 169, 246, 320, 321, 394, 802, 
803, 911, 1026, 1258, 1263, 1326, 1413, 1534, 
1686, 1697, 1714, 1737, 1897, 1962, 1982, 2062].
memory-based [394].
Memory-Consistency [1737]. MEMS [1008, 1653, 1980, 2075].
Merwin [1491]. Meshes [22]. Message [333, 392, 408, 409, 423, 455, 472, 
483, 535, 536, 549, 565, 566, 580, 581, 598, 613, 
630, 631, 645, 646, 665, 679, 680, 698, 714, 731, 
746, 747, 965, 991, 1045, 1168, 1234, 1273, 1550, 
1630, 1770, 1790, 1807, 1843, 1844, 1968, 1987].
message-queueing [1987].
Metamorphosis [410]. Metaphor [411].
Methods [73, 395, 566, 806, 1074–
1082, 1084, 1300, 1305, 1332, 1402, 1498, 1637].
Metric [1833]. Metrics [49, 437, 670, 671, 682–
Microarchitecture [974, 1117, 1461].
Microarchitectures [1462]. Microcomputer [120, 258].
Microcomputer-Based [120].
Microcontrollers [358]. Microdynamics [1598]. microelectronics [1008].
Microprogramming [1117]. Microsoft [915, 1185, 1481, 1564, 1579, 1605, 1709, 1728, 1735, 1773]. Microsupercomputer [107].
Microsystems [2013]. Microtest [2144].
Mills [1033]. Mind [844, 904, 1846].
Misunderstood [1393]. Mitigating [1728].
Mixed [1790]. Mixed-Signal [1790]. mm [1661].
MM [1014]. Mobile [503, 603, 726, 1301, 1303, 1396, 1604, 1683, 1871, 1897].
997, 1097, 1182, 1230, 1359, 1390, 1636, 1712, 
1741, 1797, 1816, 1863, 1955, 2071, 2089].
Model-Based [306, 307, 1741, 1797].
Model-Integrated [1359]. Modeler [1811].
Modeling [1, 80, 131, 187, 328, 329, 337, 499, 585, 658, 
685, 1087, 1409, 1789, 1823, 2032, 2116].
Modelling [2012]. Models [345, 489, 490, 
523, 651, 770, 801, 920, 1028, 1050, 1054, 1127, 
1263, 1433, 1663, 1737, 2105].
Modem [1605].
Modern [1344]. Modern [340].
Module [425, 426, 428]. Modules [1303].
Molecular [193, 341–343, 345, 1180].
Monarch [21]. Monash [2117].
Monetary [1298].
Money [823, 2122]. Monitor [14, 50, 120, 1402, 1699, 1700].
Monitoring [123, 315, 316, 412, 831].
Monopolistic [1602]. monopoly [993].
Monotonic [416, 552]. Monster [1553]. month [880].
Mosaic [703]. Motion [2123].
Motion [1292]. Motivation [1050]. Motorola [1453, 1697, 2013].
Mountain [1790, 1825].
Move [884, 1661, 1683, 1870]. Moves [1735, 1945].
Moving [1377, 1462, 1709, 1798].
Mozart [1936].
MPEG [1633].
MPEG-4 [1633]. MS [1709].
MS-DOS [1709]. Much [1658]. Mulder [1908]. Multi
Really [354, 1969, 2039, 2146, 2147, 2150].
RealNetworks [1724]. Reasoning [888].
Recognize [1491]. Recognizes [1513, 1692, 1828, 2033, 2139]. Recognizing [1496].
Recombinant [151]. Recommendations [832]. Reconfigurable [224, 225, 1644, 1697].
Releases [1897, 2127]. Reliability [56, 131, 368, 369, 417, 586, 1238, 1243, 1244, 1347, 1796].
Reliable [368, 369, 2121]. Reminders [1281]. Remote [207, 753, 1185, 1936], removal [1096].
removed [1160]. Renaisance [1285]. Replication [1351]. reply [37, 38, 50].
Research [102, 156, 360, 387, 829, 847, 870, 1082, 1510, 1511, 1564, 1591, 1706, 1741, 1784–1786, 1801, 1808, 1821, 1851, 1853, 2026].
Researchers [1922]. Resection [1002].
Restructurable [249, 250]. Results [721, 825, 980, 1376, 1718, 1744, 2009].
Reuse [661, 910, 1198, 1362, 1363, 1445, 1484–1487, 1489, 1942, 2065]. reuse-based [910].
Reveals [1298]. Revises [676].
Reviewer [2139]. Reviewers [1541, 1829].
Revisionist [1635]. Revisited [231, 1774].
Revolution [1814, 1856, 2075].


Virtual-Environment [829].

Virtual-Human [12]. Virtual-U [2052].


Visas [1481, 1732, 1819]. Visibility [2086].

Vision [218–220, 223–228, 1341, 1410, 1411, 1521, 1713, 2118].


WAP [2012]. War [1481, 1625, 1776, 1777].

warehouse [875]. Warfare [1930].


Watered [1368].

watermarking [1163]. Wave [1723].


Weak [2073]. weakest [615]. Wearable [1299, 1855, 1956]. Weaves [1425].
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